Abstract. This paper highlights a methodology of Nuprl proof that results in e cient programs that are more readable than those produced by other established methods for extracting programs from proofs. We d escribe a formal constructive proof of the decidability of a sequent calculus for classical propositional logic. The proof is implemented in the Nuprl system and the resulting proof object yields a "correct-by-construction" program for deciding propositional sequents. If the sequent i s v alid, the program reports that fact otherwise, the program returns a counterexample in the form of a falsifying assignment. We employ Kleene's strong three-valued logic to give more informative c o u n ter-examples, it is also shown how t h i s semantics agrees with the standard two-valued presentation.
Introduction
Nuprl is both a constructive t ype theory and an implementation of the type theory in the form of a proof development system. As a result of the constructivity, and by design, Nuprl proofs yield programs in the form of terms of an untyped lambda calculus. This paper presents a Nuprl proof of decidability for a classical propositional logic along with the resulting programs. Nuprl is used here as a formal metatheory for a deep embedding of the syntax and semantics of the logic in Nuprl. Decidability for this embedded formal system is proved within the Nuprl system and the program extracted from the proof is a \correct-by-construction" propositional decider.
The idea of verifying of decision procedures is not a new one proposals to extend theorem provers by adding formally veri ed decision procedures were made as as early as 1977 7] . Harrison provides a detailed survey of two approaches to the disciplined extension of prover capabilities in 9]. Actual formal veri cations of decision procedures are less common. One example that has been repeated a number of times is Boyer and Moore's propositional tautology checker in the form of an IF-THEN-ELSE normalization procedure 2, 14, 16, 12, 15] . Both Shankar 17] and Hayashi 11] verify deciders for implicational fragments of propositional logic presented in sequent f o r m s . P aulin-Mohring and Werner's work 15] is the closest in spirit to the work presented here in that they extract the program for the Boyer and Moore tautology checker from a constructive proof. In their development they address issues related to the e ciency of the extracted program.
Overview of the Approach
The development p r e s e n ted in this paper is based on the informal account g i v en by Constable and Howe in 5] . The program extracted from the formal proof corresponds to the algorithm which searches for a sequent calculus proof via repeated (backward) application of the sequent rules until all propositional operators have been eliminated. The leaves of the resulting derivation tree form a collection of atomic sequents (sequents composed strictly of variables) which are easily checked for validity b y determining if they are axioms. If they are all axioms, then the derivation tree is a proof and that fact is reported. If there is a leaf that is not axiomatic, it is used to construct a falsifying assignment which serves as a counter-example to the original goal. The core of the algorithm is the recursive procedure extracted from a normalization lemma proved v i a a w ell-founded (inverse image) induction on the rank of a sequent. This procedure collects the leaves of the derivation tree implicit in its recursion, i.e. the tree is not explicitly constructed but is implicit in the recursion.
The presentation given here is unique in that the semantics are de ned via Kleene's strong three valued logic which is the natural partial evaluation semantics for classical propositional logic. Under a \fullness" condition de ned for three-valued assignments, three-valued validity coincides with the standard Boolean semantics. As developed here, a formula is valid under the Kleene semantics when every assignment t h a t c o n tains enough information (assigns values to enough variables) to determine truth or falsity of the formula asserts it's truth. This notion of validity i s lifted to sequents in the natural way. T h e Kleene semantics account for partial assignments in a particularly clean way and allow for tighter counter-examples by a l l o wing \don't care" conditions in assignments.
The proof presented here is a version of the one presented by the author in 3] that has been optimized to produce more e cient and readable computational content. The Nuprl proofs for the earlier development a r e a vailable on the web at the site noted in reference 3].
An Overview of the Nuprl System
The Nuprl type theory is a sequent presentation of a constructive t ype theory via type assignment rules. The underlying programming language is untyped and the objective o f a p r o o f i s t o e i t h e r p r o ve a t ype is inhabited, i.e. to show t h a t some term (program) is a member ofthe type, or to show that a term inhabits a particular type. A complete presentation of the type theory can be found in the Nuprl book 6].
The Nuprl system, as distinguished from the type theory, implements a rich environment to support reasoning about and computing with the Nuprl type theory. The system implementing the type theory has evolved since publication of the book but (with a few extensions) the type theory presented there is faithfully implemented by the Nuprl system. Complete documentation is included in the Nuprl V4.2 distribution. 1 
The computation system
Nuprl's terms include the constructs of its untyped functional programming language with additional constructs for denoting types and propositions. Terms are printed here in typewriter font. The Nuprl computation system provides reduction rules for a left-most outermost (lazy) evaluation strategy.
For terms t and t' we will write t . t' to indicate that t evaluates to t' under the reduction rules. The computation system can be extended via the rewrite facility. F or terms t and t' we will write t. R t' to indicate that t reduces to t' in the extended system.
As usual, the notation t t'/x] denotes the term resulting from the substitution of t' for free occurrences of x in t. Similarly, t t 1 , ,t n /x 1 , ,x n ] denotes the simultaneous substitution of each t i for each x i in t. W e will sometimes write t to denote a vector of terms or variables.
The type theory
A Nuprl type is a term T of the computation system together with a transitive and symmetric relation denoted by x=y2T. T h i s relation is known as equality on T. The term x2T, meaning x is a memberofT, is an abbreviation of x=x2T. Equality o n T is an equivalence relation when restricted to members of T, i t i s nonsense otherwise. Interpreting the type membership equality relation and type membership as types is made sensible via the propositions-as-types interpretation 6, pg.29{31].
In addition to the type membership equality p r o vided with each t ype, there is an equality b e t ween types. Equality o f t ypes is intensional i.e. type equality in Nuprl is a structural equality modulo the direct computation rules. This means that, unlike sets which e n j o y extensional equality, t wo t ypes may contain the same elements and share an equality relation but not be equal types. For example, although T and fx:T | Trueg have the same members and equality relations, they are not equal types in Nuprl.
Nuprl's type theory is predicative, supporting an unbounded cumulative h ierarchy o f type universes. Every universe is itself a type and every type is an element o f s o m e u n i v erse. T h e statement t h a t T is a type is formally written T2U. Pfig is a synonym for Ufig and is sometimes used to emphasize the propositional side of the propositions-as-types interpretation. Nuprl includes the following types:
Void is the empty type of which there are no members. Given a declaration x:Void (absurdly declaring the existence of an element of the empty t ype) the constant any(x) is an element o f a l l t ypes T, i.e. any(x)2T. Z is the type integer whose members are denoted by t h e n umerals ,;1,0,1,2, . Atom is the type whose elements are denoted by strings of the form`` '' where is any c haracter string. Atoms are equal when they are the same character string. T 
Logic via propositions-as-types
A constructive logic is encoded within the Nuprl type theory. The following definitions in the Nuprl V4 core 1 system library encode the logic. The Nuprl tactics have been built to manipulate both propositions and types uniformly.
Judgements
Nuprl judgements are the assertions one proves in the system. Nuprl judgements take the following form:
x 1 :T 1 , ,x n :T n >> S ext s] where x 1 , ,x n are distinct variables and T 1 , ,T n , S, and s are terms (n may be 0), every free variable of T i is one of x 1 , ,x i;1 and every free variable of S or of s is one of x 1 , ,x n . The list x 1 :T 1 , ,x n :T n is called the hypothesis list, e a c h x i :T i a declaration (of x i ), each T i is a hypothesis, S is the consequent or conclusion, the term following the keyword ext is the extract, and the entire form is a Nuprl sequent. The extract component of judgements are not displayed as part of the implementation of the proof editor. A judgement of the form x 1 :T 1 , ,x n :T n >> s 2 S is called a well-formedness goal. Since s2S is simply shorthand for s=s2S by the propositions-as-types interpretation for type equality, the extract of a wellformedness goal is the constant Axiom.
Somewhat informally, a judgement asserts that, assuming the hypotheses are well-formed types, then the term S is an inhabited type and the extract s is an inhabitant 6, pg.141]. That the extract term s inhabits S is an artifact of the proof that S is inhabited. If S is inhabited there may be more than one inhabitant and di erent proofs may yield di erent inhabitants.
A Nuprl proof is a decorated tree of sequents, its root being the main goal of the proof and where the children of each node are sequents justifying the parent according to the rules of the type theory. A proof of a sequent shows that its main goal is both well-formed and inhabited. Given terms inhabiting the hypotheses of a rule, a proof speci es how to construct a term inhabiting the type in the conclusion of the rule thus, proofs contain instructions for the construction of witness terms. Extraction is the process of constructing a witness term as speci ed by proof.
The Nuprl system
The Nuprl system supports construction of proofs by top-down re nement. The prover is implemented as a tactic based prover in the style of HOL 8] . Nuprl di ers from HOL in that each tactic invocation de nes more of the structure of an explicitly represented proof tree which is directly manipulated in the editor, stored in the Nuprl library, and retrieved for later editing. The tactic language is ML. In Nuprl the proposition-as-types interpretation allows for presentations to be cloaked in either logical or more purely type-theoretic terms.
The Nuprl system supports a powerful display mechanism. Nuprl terms are edited using a structure editor however, the structure of a term is independent of its display. The display form is speci ed by the user and can be changed without changing the structure of the term. Thus, the displayed form of a Nuprl term is never parsed, the editor displays the terms to the user as speci ed, but manipulates the actual underlying structure. All Nuprl terms occurring in this paper appear on the page as they do in the Nuprl editor and library. In 1] Allen gives an example of a non-trivial application of the display mechanism.
2.6 Decidability, Stability, the Squash Type, and Squash Stability Being constructive, Nuprl does not assume all propositions are decidable, i.e. in general the so-called law of excluded middle is not provable that is, 8P:P.P_:P is not a theorem of Nuprl. Even though decidability for an arbitrary proposition P is not assumed, for many P it is uniformly decidable (i.e. there is an algorithm to decide) which o f P or :P holds. That is precisely the de nition of the decidability abstraction DecfPg. Note that the well-formedness theorem decidable wf asserts the fact that the term DecfPg is a type for all propositions P, but it does not prove it is inhabited for arbitrary propositions P.
A related notion is that of stability which is constructively weaker than, but classically equivalent to, decidability ( i.e. they're both tautologies). Stability i s also not constructively valid. Squash stability i s w eaker even that stability and is related to stability i n t h a t they are equivalent for decidable propositions.
Existential VS. Set Type
A method of generating e cient and readable extracts by the use of the set type (as opposed to the existential) was presented by the author in 4]. Earlier work by H a yashi 10] stressed a similar approach. We reiterate the main points here. Alternatively, consider the Nuprl set type fy2T|P y]g. I t s inhabitants are elements of T, say a, such that P a/y] holds. Thus, a set type does not carry the computational content associated with the logical part P a/y]. Since the computational content is not available, the fact that the a has the property P a/x] is not freely available in parts of a proof where it might nd its way into an extract. When a set type of this form, occurring as a hypothesis, is decomposed it results in two new hypotheses: one of the form a:T and the other, a \hidden" hypothesis, of the form b:P a/x]. Recall that every hypothesis declares a variable. The proof rules prevent t h e v ariable of a hidden hypothesis from appearing free in the extract of a proof.
Nuprl system manages hidden hypotheses by \unhiding" them when appropriate and by preventing their inadvertent use. Hidden hypotheses become unhidden and are freely available in the parts of a proof where they do not contribute to computational content these parts include proofs of well-formedness (membership) subgoals, equality subgoals, when the computational content o n a branch of the proof has already been fully determined, or when the conclusion is decidable, stable, or squash stable. Hidden hypotheses may be \unhidden" when their computational content can be e ectively decided typically when they themselves can be shown to be decidable, stable, or squash stable.
In this section the Nuprl de nitions supporting the statement a n d p r o o f o f t h e decidability theorem are presented.
Formulas
In the Nuprl formalization, formulas are modeled by a recursive t ype.
The Formula type abstraction is de ned to be the recursive t ype whose members are a disjoint union of ve elements. The rst element of the disjoint union is the type Var of propositional variables. These form the basis of the recursive t ype. The second component of the disjoint union is an instance of the bound variable F denoting a recursively smaller element of the formula type. These elements of the disjoint union will denote negations and will be displayed as ( d e x). The third, fourth, and fth elements of the disjoint union are the products of two recursively smaller formulas. When the semantics of propositional formulas is de ned below it becomes clear that the pairs of formula in the third, fourth, and fth disjuncts denote the operators for conjunction (p d^e q), disjunction The destructor for the Formula type is given by a formula case operator de ned by nested case analysis on the disjoint u n i o n t ype. A measure on formulas is de ned as the number of operators occurring in it. It is de ned recursively as follows. The well-formedness theorem for the formula rank function certi es it is a function from formulas to natural numbers.
Three valued Semantics of propositional logic
We de ne a semantics of classical propositional logic in terms of Kleene's strong three-valued logic 13]. A Kleene valuation re ects the classical interpretations of the standard propositional connectives under fully determined assignments (those assigning true or false to every variable in the formula). For example, if either p or q is false under the Kleene valuation induced by a partial assignment a, then p^Kq is false under the valuation too. It does not matter what value the other conjunct has, or even if it is de ned. Clearly, exhibiting a partial assignment that falsi es a formula is gives more information than a falsifying total assignment d o e s . N 3 is the three valued type containing elements displayed as 0 3 , 1 3 , and 2 3 denoting False, unde ned, a n d True respectively. The operators of Kleene's three valued logic 13] are de ned over N 3 as follows. Thus, a formula F is satis ed by assignment a (written a |= F) w h e n (F under a) evaluates to 2 3 . Similarly, a f o r m ula F is falsi ed by assignment a (written a |6 = F when (F under a) evaluates to 0 3 .
The satisfaction of a formula by an assignment is clearly a decidable property to decide if a formula is satis ed by a, e v aluate (F under a) and check whether the result is equal to 2 3 . F alsi cation is similar. This property i s captured by the following theorems. We de ne a measure function on sequents ( ) as the sum of the ranks of their hypothesis and conclusion lists. Note that we h a ve not distinguished the display form for rank of a formulas from the display form for rank of a sequent. Their terms are distinguished in the system, but we have c hosen to display them in the same way.
We call sequents having rank 0 atomic sequents. They contain only variables. In this section the semantics of sequents is given. First the meaning of a sequent i s g i v en in informal mathematical terms and then this de nition is translated into the three-valued model being developed here.
A sequent is true when the conjunction of the hypotheses implies the disjunction of the conclusions. We are interested in the notion of satisfaction under a Kleene valuation induced by a partial assignment. A convenient de nition is based on the observation that a sequent i s satis ed by a partial assignment either, when it falsi es some hypothesis, or when there is some formula in the conclusion that it satises. This suggests the following de nition. is inhabited (true) if, for some memberx of the list L, the predicate P x] is nonvoid. Thus, for empty lists it is false. Similarly, the term 8x2L. P x] is true if every x in L satis es P x]. F or the empty list, the quanti er is vacuously true. Note that it can e ectively be decided whether a sequent is satis ed or falsied by an assignment this follows from the decidability of the same properties for formulas. These facts are formalized in two decidability lemmas.
A full assignment for a formula F is a partial assignment that either satises or falsi es F, i.e. it contains enough information to determine a value for F. *ABS full sequent assignment The author has shown elsewhere 3] that partial assignments are monotone with respect to satisfaction and falsi cation as de ned here, thereby s h o wing that the de nition of validity j u s t given agrees with the standard notion of validity over total Boolean assignments.
Decidability
The most natural formalization of the decidability theorem would simply say a sequent is either valid or not. A logically equivalent (and computationally stronger) form of falsi ablity g i v es the following theorem.
